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given, usually by the pie-dogs who slunk yellow and snappish
out of the town half an hour before the planes arrived.
The average casualties were one forgetful woman or one
chicken injured for each bombardment. The planes never
found the Tug shelter, where the telephone, too, was
removed after the " exchange " tukul had been hit by an
incendiary. The only real damage they did was to the
church, a conspicuous square building with a cross atop
whose arms were decorated finally by bulbous white
ostrich eggs. The priests, who like other Ethiopians
believed that an aeroplane actually aimed its bombs at
the man or mouse which it wanted to hit, trusted in the
visibility of their cloth and lingered in the sanctuary.
They were struck twice by strays.
Arrangements for the movement of an Ethiopian army
are not so easy as the movements of that army once collected
and under way. Abebe Makonnen and Amde, who were
descending into a country where there were no food
resources beside the Somali herds and the fields of mashila
near Jijiga, had first to organise not only transport for their
men but supply from a base hitherto unknown to them,
Harrar. Here they were ably assisted by the head of the
granary for Harrar province, Blatta Hapte Mariam, who
was murdered by Italian troops when they entered the town
five months later. For transport there were one hundred
and fifty lorries at the government garage in Jijiga, but
these were serving the whole Ogaden as well at the
time.
By the end of December, Nasibu, gratified as much by
the inactivity of the enemy as by the arrival of new
men, had pushed forces south of Sasabaneh to Anale
—never more than a small post thirty-six kilometres
on, and to Borkut, fifteen kilometres further. Malion
and his fifteen hundred men took over this camp,
where Tank Bey dug trenches and bomb-shelters and placed
his Ethiopian Foreign Legion with two Oerlikon guns.
At Sasabaneh were left the 2nd Belgian battalion, six
hundred and eighty strong, which had led the bolt from
-Qprahai.
Now the area between Webbe Shebeli and the Tug
Fafan began to fill up. At the end of the year Abebe was

